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Prize Category

Design

Project Title

LLUVIA (RAIN)

Source of the used material
Type of plastic involved

PET, RPET FILAMENT

Other materials involved

PET, RPET FILAMENT, LED SISTEM

Years of production

2019

Edition

PROTOTYPE

Weight and Dimensions

2 KG , 50 X 10 CM

Manufactured by

ANABELLA GEORGI STUDIO

Describe your project accurately and how you
developed your idea

LLUVIA (RAIN) LAMP It is a reminder that we must
take care of our rivers and seas, without them there
would be no life on earth. That is why I choose PET
bottles as a base, since they are one of the most
contaminating elements in our waters. LLUVIA is
inspired by water, the rainfall. Rain as a creative force,
which brings life. In the lamp, an element like PET
bottles is transformed into something beautiful and
functional, extending the life cycle, and preventing them
from ending up in our seas. The pieces are made with
the vertical union of several PET bottles embroidered
with rPET filament. This filament is made for 3D
printing machines, but in this case it is given another
utility and used as a fiber to embroider, as if the filament
were ink and the paper bottles, drawing through the
plastic. The shape of the lamp may vary depending on
the quantity and size of the bottles and embroidery.
They can be used in a lamp group or in units, depending
on the space where they want to be placed. There are
two ways to obtain the filament, buying directly from
brands that make recycled bottle filaments or using the
rPet filament waste left by 3D prints, which are short to
complete a 3D print but would not be short to weave in
PET bottles . Water is recyclable, the only part that is
not recyclable is the LED system. PET bottles come
from the waste of most houses, as they are containers
of water, soda, juice, etc.
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